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A Progressive Era

The Student Council has recently made revisions in their
constitution regarding a more effective Student Court.
The
l
U t te
0f the Student
i
rHHUmJ2°
.w Council's
£ CP^U0n
Co"™11 un<ter I
Article
Five of/ the
constitution.
n
f keeping with the aims of the Student Council i e to
provide Eastern students with a continuation of a progressive

e u, nt
and to improve
m?atXrm
? .Prr?
life at Eastern, nf
the Council
felt it necessary to revise^S
the Court

The revision has enlarged
the membership of Che Court
to Include 11 members plus a
Contrary to the uninformed,
chief Justice as opposed to the the decisions of the court are
seven member court of the not final but presented to the
past.
Dean of Students in the form
Two freshman member seats of recommended action.
have been added as well as enMeets Bi-Weekly
larging the sophomore membership to three, the junior
The meetings of the Student
class to. three and the senior Court are scheduled to be held
class to four members. .
bi-weekly on a regular scheVic Hellard, President of the dule.
Student Council said that due
In organization, the Student
to the size of the freshman Court is autonomous of the
class, it was felt that they Student Council but created by
should be represented on the the
Student Council.
The
Student Court.
Court plans to set up a special
traffic court to handle traffic
Members Announced
violations.
The members of the Student
The Student Court offers
Court are: Senior Class, Jay "on-the-job" training In deRoberts, Richmond; Bob Vick- mocracy
and
jurisprudence.
ers,
Richmond;
Joe Dunn, The larger role of the Student
Richmond; Beverly Keith, Cor- Court also brings Into focus
bin; Junior Class, Joe Heiert, the fact that disciplinary acSilver Grove; Mike Campbell, tions and recommendations eqLouisville; Kern Man ion, Louis- ually shared by the students
ville; Sophomore Class, Bill and administration.
Raker,
Carrolton;
Sterling
Staggs, - Independence; . Bat
Witt, "Winchester;
Freshman
Class, Carolyn Campbell, Lexington; Davis
Watts, Versailles.
In order to make the. jurftotel
Eastern has been awarded a personal stipends and weekly
body more efficient, the Offices
of secretary and clerk have grant of $45,060 from the allowances for each dependent,
been better defined and ex- National Science Foundation to will be covered by the grant.
Participants in the institute
panded to maintain proper conduct a summer Institute in
for secondary school must have five years of teachfiles, prepare court's docket biology
teachers.
ing experience In high school
and to subpoena witnesses.
In making ' the announce- biology, have the equivalent of
Provides Defense Coansel
ment,
President
Robert R. a major or minor in college
A new feature of the Stu- Martin said that Dr. H..H. La- biology in addition to one year
dent Court is the positions es- Fuze, head of the biology de- of chemistry, and show the
tablished for a Counsel for the partment, will direct the pro- greatest need for the institute
Defense and a Counsel for the gram.
through
application,
tranCourt. Each Counselor shall
scripts, and recommendations.
The
grant
will
make
It
posbe charged with preparing the
Choose One Approach
cases to be placed before the sible for 36 high school teachBoth graduate- and undercourt. These positions have ers to attend the eight-week
not been filled and anyone in- institute, which will be held graduate credits will be given.
with the reThe institute is planned
terested should contact Vic simultaneously
summer session June 14 around two general approaches
Hellard, President of the Stu- gular
to
Aug.
6.
to
teaching biology — the celdent Council.
Cellular or Ecological
lular and the ecological. Each
The function of the Student
The purpose of the Institute participant will choose one of
Court Is to hear all disciplin- Is to Increase the knowledge of these approaches and will enary cases that Involve infrac- high school teachers In either gage in individual study of
tions of the laws passed by the cellular biology or ecological problems related to his partiStudent Council and any in- biology, and to stimulate in- cular subject.
fraction of the policies of East- terest in these areas through
Prerequisites of the courses
ern not covered by the juris- the medium of a series of pro- are the equivalent of a minor
diction of the Women's and blems or experimental pro- in biology, and the courses.
Men's Interdorm Council, or jects.
those expressly reserved for
Costs of tuition and other
the jurisdiction of the college fees for the teachers selected
administration.
for the institute, in addition to

Eastern Gets $45,000 Science Grant

Who's Who

Increased Two

At State Meet
The Eastern debate team and Charles Greenwell, affirwill be participating in the mative and Eugene Gray and
State Debate Tournament and Brent Cornelius for the negaIndividual Events Conference tive. Team number three will
at Cumberland College, Wil- Include Glen Anderson and Sue
liamsburg, today and tomor- Allen for the affirmative and
row where fifteen to twenty- Alan Muncy and Denis Burfive Kentucky colleges will be rows for the negative.
represented.
Today IndiviPro, < 'on of Public Work
duals will take part in special
The topic for debate is, "Reevents which include oral in- solved: That the Federal Govterpretation,
extemporaneous ernment should
establish a
speaking, and discussion. To- national program of public
morrow there will be debating. work for the unemployed."
Representing
Eastern
in Mrs. Aimee Alexander, debate
the special events are Shirley coach, Mr. John Leeson, Mr.
Harmon and Ron Elliott for Richard Price, and Mr. Dan
oral interpretation, Jim Cot- Jewell of the English faculty
trell and Sue Allen for extem- will accompany the team and
poraneous speaking, and Nancy act as judges. Each college
Evans and Carolyn Webster must provide one judge for
for discussion. They will be each team entered.
accompanied by Mrs. Mohs
"Eastern is allowed to take
and Mr. Whitsun who will act as many teams as desired, so
as judges In the individual we are taking five teams beevents.
cause of this there will be a
Debates are Saturday
chance to let those who have
Teams for the varsity divis- demonstrated interest and proion debating Saturday will in- mise in debating to exercise
clude Tom Coffey and Gordon it," Mrs. Alexander said.
Camuel, affirmative. Jay RobPrizes will be awarded for
erts and Joe Dunn, negative. each division of debate. TroFor the second team are Dick phies will be awarded for first
Brigg and Dave Hill, affirma- and second place.
Certificative and Jim Glass and Jim tes will be given to all outHooper for the negative.
standing
performers.
WinIn the novice division deba- ners of individual events will
ters will be Linda Ward and win plaques or some personal
Kathy DeJarnette for the af- award. A sweepstakes award,
firmative and Oliver Bryant which is a very large traveland Mike Coffey for the nega- ling gavel, will be awarded to
tive. For team number two the team winning most events
debaters will be Mary Jo Rudd in both divisions.

^8'fe4j#^i%^is«Hy:.;s uWssMHX&miBSfiM^BlH
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250 Strong In Messiah

To Include Eleven Members

Debaters In Action

4

Lancaster Directs Chorus

' Judging Board Is Revised

Gabfest
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Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky State College, Richmond

Student Court Posts
Filled This Week

MAROONS
FACE
DAYTON

The Progress, in the Nov. 6
edition, mistakenly
omitted
two names from the list of
Who's Who Among Students in
American UBiver°i'i^" "** Alleges. They are: Miss Nancy
Cummins a social science major from Broadhead and James
Robert Walters a business
major from Shelbyville.
A
total of 36 top seniors were
chosen for the national honorary.

themselves, follow the Btolofical Science Curriculum Studies
—the new approach to teaching high school biology.
Supplementing the classroom

discussions and projects will be
four nationally-recognized lectures and frequent field trips.
Inquiries should be directed
to Dr. LaFuze.

Pre-Hatched Chickens
Subject Of Research
A research grant for a study
entitled "The Influence of Low
Temperature
in
Producing
Duplications in Chick Embryos" has been awarded A. L.
Whitt, Jr., associate professor
of biology, and Mrs. Mary McGlasson.
According to Dr. John Rowlett, director of research, the
purpose of this project is to
determine the relationship between low temperatures and
duplication in the chick embryo.
Determine Twinning Age
Main objectives of this reSearch are to determine the
embryonic age at which twinning is most likely to occur;
the temperatures, to which the
eggs must be cooled, and the
length of time they should be
exposed to the low temperatures. All abnormalities as
well as duplications caused by
this cooling treatment will be
studied.
Experimentation has proved
that during the early- embroyonic development the embryo
is very susceptible to environmental changes and while in

the early stages of organization, exhibits a flexible~to labile potentiality.
If eggs are cooled at an
early stage of development
for a prolonged period of time
and returned to their normal
developmental temperature, a
certain percentage may show
duplication or abnormalities,
especially in the head region.
Dry Ice Speeds Cooling
Theoretically, an egg subjected to any agent which will
greatly slow down the metabolism of the embryo may exhibit some duplication.
The
cooling agent chosen for this
research will be dry iqe because the colder temperatures
it affords enables a more rapid cooling of the eggs.
Whitt earned- the bachelor's
degree from Western Kentucky State College, the M.S.
from the University of Kentucky, and has done additional
graduate study at Vanderbilt
.University.
Mrs. McGlasson,
an Eastern graduate who is
currently
doing
advanced
study, is a part-time biology
instructor.

Four outstanding vocal artists will join a powerful 250volce chorus in giving the 33rd
annual presentation of Handel's
"Messiah"
in Alumni
Coliseum on Sunday evening:,
Dec. 13.
Soloists for the 7:30 performance will be Mary Akright,
soprano from Eastern; Jane
Gunter, contralto from the
Robert Shaw Chorale, New
York City; James Bailey, tenor from the University of
Illinois, and Donald Henrickson, bass from Eastern.
Conductor for the performance will be Tom Lancaster,
choir director here.
The Richmond chorus will be
composed of 250 college students, faculty, and citizens of
Madison County.
Accompanying the
chorus
will be the Eastern orchestra,
trained by Dr. Robert Oppelt.
Miss Nancy Davis, of the
music faculty, will accompany
at the organ.
Different Orchestration
This year's
orcnestration
will be that of Handel's. Instead of the oichestratlon by
Ebenezer Prout used in past
years. It is approximately the
same orchestration used in the
premier performance In Dublin, Ireland, on April 13, 1742,
with Handel conducting.
More vocal and orchestral
ornaments will be featured
this year and vocal cadenzas
will be used near the end of
some of the arias.
Mrs. Akright, a graduate of
the University of Missouri, Is
originally from Detroit, Michigan. She is a member of
Eastern's music faculty, has
appeared as a soloist at various churches in Detroit, Ann
Arbor, and Pontiac, Michigan,
and Columbia, Mo., and has
taught at the University of
Missouri.
This year will mark Mrs.
Akright's third performance
here.
Violin and Voice Student
Miss Gunter studied violin at
the Eastman School of Music
in Rochester and majored in
voice at
Indiana University
School of Music.
Here she
studied with Metropolitan Opera star, Dorothy Manski, received a master of music degree In voice, and did considerable work toward a doctorate
degree.
At Indiana she appeared in
several operas, including Puccini "La Rondine," "Tales of
Hoffman,"
"Parsiful,"
"Flying
Dutchman." and Kurt
Weill's "Street Scene."
She was a finalist in the
Fulbrlght auditions, and in
1962 Miss Gunter was selected
to sing with the world-famous

Robert Shaw Chorale on a tour
of Russia. Since then she has
done much singing in New
York City
and recently appeared as soloist with the
Chorale on its tour of South
America. For the past two
seasons, she has been soloist
with the renowned
Schola
Cantorum of New York, Hugh
Ross, director.
Tenor studied In Austria
Tenor. James Bailey is a
native of Charleston. West
Virginia. He has studied at
the Eastman School of Music,
the Julliard School of Music,
and at the Akademie for
Music and Darstellende Kunst,
Vienna,
Austria,
and the
Royal Academy In London.
His early career was given
impetus as he' won top honors
in the
Chicago
Tribune's

famed Muslcland Festival. He
has recorded as tenor soloist
for the Little Church Around
the Corner and for Follett's
Educational Series on Columbia Records.
Henrickson has appeared as
bass soloist for the past four
years, and has been a soloist
with the Messiah Chorus of
Independence, Mo.
He has
been an active concert artist
throughout the United States,
and was a soloist under Sir
Thomas Beecham, Boris Goldonsky. and Lukas FOBS.He
played the role of Christy in
the "Stephen Foster Story;"
appeared as Bscamillo in the
Kentucky Opera Association's
presentation of George Bizet's
"Carmen." and has soloed with
the Lexington and Saginaw,
Michigan, symphony.

Ogden Calls Freedom Talk
During Election 'General'

A searching Inquiry into the cles
allowed
freedom, our amine our society as it exists
meaning of freedom, historical- speech and press were guaran- and then decide "rationally and
ly and in the modern day, teed freedom, and religious pragmatically" what needs to
formed the basis for the ad- freedom belonged to each citidone to assure individual
dress of Dr. Frederick Ogden, zen. This approach was writ- be
freedom and the stability of
head of the department of ten Into our constitutional our society."
political science, in the Wed- system, based, in general, on
Dr. Clyde Orr,
associate
nesday assembly.
the idea, "that government is dean for graduate studies, preDr. Ogden began by refer- best which governs least."
sided at the assembly. Invocaring to "vague and general"
Right* Gained
tion was pronouced by Dr. E.
talk about freedom in the reModern liberalism, however, N. Perry, pastor of the First
cent presidential
campaign, adds more, recognizing that Baptist Church.
yet, he said, there was no dis- "promotional action by govTwo students, Ken Martin,
cussion in depth of the basic ernment may be needed for sophomore
from
Lexington,
problems before our society. real liberty." Here,
through and Richard Klein, freshman
The fault, he concluded, was government — Civil Rights, from Cincinnati, played the
primarily that of the Republi- educational opportunities, and first movement of Vivaldi's
can party, because as the op- anti-poverty action — the full "Concerto for Two Trumpets,"
position, it had "the responsi- rights of citizens will be gain- accompanied by Marsha Bolbility to raise issues, to chall- ed. "Extension of government ton, sophomore from Somerset.
enge the leaders of the Demo- power may enlarge or protect
cratic party, and to present a individual freedom rather than
constructive alternative pro- restrict it," he concluded.
gram."
"Centralized • power,"
Dr.
Meaning Not Discussed
Ogden suggested, "does not
"There was," Dr.
Ogden necessarily lead to tyranny."
said, "no discussion of the Historically, he added, times of
meaning of freedom in the insecurity have caused strongcontext of our present society, est popular apprehension about
aside from an "Implication" the threatened curtailment of
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
that we are losing our free- liberty. As examples he cited unit will be on Eastern's camdom, internally to collectivism, the Allen and Sedition Acts of pus Wednesday from 10 a.m.
and externally to communism." 1798, free speech during World to 4 p.m. In the basement of
Government, Dr. Ogden War I and the McCarthy Per- Burnam Hall.
said, may be the agent of iod after World War II. Yet,
The goal set this year for
freedom,
rather
than
an he added, the federal govern- Eastern donera Is 200 pints.
"agent of restraint," and he ment lias stepped' Into areas Last year about 130 pints were
illustrated the two-fold nature j where states are either unwill- collected.
of
liberty
in
present-day ing, or unable, to handle proAll students under the age
America as both fredom from blems.
of 21 must have their parents
government
and
freedom
Yet rather than hampering written permission before they
through government.
our freedom, such federal ac- may give blood. The permisThe political science profes- tion — like laws regulating sion cards are available in the
sor showed this nation's debt trade, labor unions, equal em- lobbies of all dormitories.
to the ideas of John Locke ployment opportunity — has
Kappa Delta Tau, Sigma Chi
which sought to guarantee instead provided more freedom Delta, and Pershing Rifles are
each individual freedom from for more people.
working with
the Student
restraint and equality of opIn concluding. Dr. Ogden Council to make this a sucportunity. Our economic poll- said we must constantly ex- cessful drive.

Students Urged
To Give Blood

WINTER SNOW 8CENE ALMOST . . .
This timely reminder that It really should
be winter by now was hardly deep enough
to make Its
point. The temperatures
which accompanied it were much more
impressive. The days immediately before

< !i^&:V4^P Vi*' i BBS! H BBBBBBB 'itUsiv^^-i SB£'i£Wi&S&&&'': .Vs*«*&&ii&;

and after Monday's powdering of snow
provided temperatures near zero but were
not sufficient for snowman building, snowball battles or giving; student teachers in
the county a day off.
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Aid Our Team

Basketeers Need Your Support
This is another editorial about
school spirit—not because of its absence; but because of its importance
during the cage campaign.
Basketball got its 1964-65 start
on the Eastern campus Wednesday
night and the Maroons got an excellent reception' from the student
body in their debut. And it's necessary for our cagers to receive this
same support throughout the season.
Many experts have pegged the
Maroons as the favorite1 in this year's
Ohio Valley Conference title race,
an honor that if wonl would see Eastern participating in the NCAA's national tournament come March.
There are, however, a few things
which can prevent the Maroon's at-

taining the high goals others have
set for them, over-confidence and
under-support.
If the Maroons can prevent
themselves from becoming too^ confident and taking any team lightly
they will have taken a long step up
the championship trail. Many prospective conference; champions have
seen title hopes go down the proverbial drain when a team that wasn't
supposed to beat them knocked off
the King oft he hill due to the favorite's over-confidence.
Just as important is student
body attitude and spirit. Not many
teams will play well for a student
body with a we could care less,"
attitude, which seems to be much an

Past - President

integral part of the sophisticated
college student's personality.
But even just good school spirit
at home games isn't enough, since
the Maroons must play an equal
number of conference game* awey
from the friendly Coliseum arches.
We're not advocating a wholesale
exodus of students following the
Maroons to road OVC games, since
the new Saturday-Monday road arrangement would necessitate the
missing of classes fonowing the
team. But, some of the Saturday
games can be made) with little difficulty.
What is necessary if outstanding school spirit at home, which will
carry over to the road games where
the Maroons usually play before far
from friendly crowds.

Why's It So?

Dr. Donovan Left Much Behind
"Be daring but not foolhardy,
Not many men leave as much
Be wise but not too smart,
behind them when they dje as did
Be brave but not too belligerformer Eastern president Dr. Herent,
man Donovan.
Be tolerant but not too indulDr. Donovan left a series of educational accomplishments matched gent,
Be progressive but not too much
by very few. Instrumental in the
of
a
reformer,
growth of Eastern and the Urtiversity
Be
patient, but if the worst
of Kentucky, he was an inspiration to
all who knew him at both institutions. come to you, fight."
He also said, as was quoted in
But, perhaps ev<en more importhe
last
Progress, "A good fight for
tant than' the tangible evidences of
a
worthy
cause is often good for a
his leadership is the philosophy he
college,
and
no job is worth holding
left behind him.
at
the
price
of
slavery. If you have
His philosophy is summarized
by this short poem, which he recited a righteous cause, and it you are agNovember 17, I960 at the inaugura- gressive, you will win for the people
who believe in their college.
tion of President Martin.

Alumnus Questions Student Attitudes

Sights ^And Sounds
%SL TSZV2

Aftw^ttwThankselvIng boHda£ there d™snt ?eom*to be
anv bie thine to write about
but ■ coneoperation of little
ftems TT^if Xsn't Vead to a
items. *" "JT™!. '
w ,.
do"' yKive riLm fo°r Ja^eW
Tirf of an the movie "Beck..,, i S.7.. .. iw. iiiriim
ett" is playing at thei Ma Hson
Theater dI°^°wn-pn^eo'dinK
Si/^fme «Z anw* lent
J«S l ha, teen running since
Wednesday
and
w«f pta£
weanc,
y
_.„i.*
through tomorrow
night.

K^STWStrWT
BESjBHfjSK
m. in the Fine Arts Building. Mr. Shindelbower Mr. Dean of
Wally Briggs the head of the
department of DrnmaUc-s at
UK, who usually directs all of
the productions, plays the lend
. jSn^y.
' Adding to the schedule of
the music department this
Tuesday
nirht at 8 in room
!™es£ay "'!^te7 Mu8,c Build„°° the Kentucky String Qunref will be performing. This is
worthy of the attention of all
music lovers as this Is" a profes.in-ai group
irmiin ohign
of hleb g
aunlity*
atonal

the Model Lab School, and
Miss Todd.
For those who may be passing the Cammack Building
sometime soon, you might pass
through the first floor area and
observe the various dispteys of
constructions by the art students. Anyone who found the
Bnrnhart construction Interesting might be interested to note
the various student works
along this same line a few
of which
are quitev0well
„ done,
angwer £
hard

tsgMfe ss ssrs
day and Friday.
Aft er y
can dH r 1 v°"e C
by Murr^Tstote
Murray^ State
on the way back .and1 enjoy a
series «*« one «a• ?">'" '° b°
precsnted the 12th of Doc

n LX
LonE the pieces
wMeT
will
te entered are a.
which■ wj"^£
steel Mii]p
„, mber of wcwea
^
l
' "„unM^d various ceramic
P^"""*"
stoneware potteiy.

editors are not "drunk' when
they
this while
column,theandpaper
nobody get
drinks
^^ Thursday night, and
-yes' I'm aware of the subjects
I cdmmertt on -before-1 -com-

h^USSrSWVaS Sr^rU^ Mr.ment on them in this co,um,

Odets entitled "The Flowering
Peach." It is sort of a modern
day morality P'ay concerning
Noah and his family preparing
for the flood. It starts this
coming Tuesday night and will

EASTERN

Research Provides Climate

An intensive three-pronged program of research has created on the campus the kind
of climate teachers and professors like: fair
weather — and funds — for the pursuit of
projects dear to their hearts — and minds.
rnt*»
Some of these projects are of the Immediately practical, instant-result type; others
are long-range and intangible\. but all are part
of the Eastern policy that makes funds, time
Weekly Student Publication of Eastern
and talent available for the pursuit of research
Kentucky State CoUege
studies.
Dr. John Rowlett is the College's director
Entered as Second Class matter at the
of research, and liaison officer between the
Post Office In Richmond, Kentucky
administration and the professors involved in
projects.
Published weekly throughout the school
College Supports Some
year and twice during the summer term,
The College is supporting some projects
except for examination periods and holidays, of sheer scientific research, into, for example,
by the authority of the Board of Student Pub- "the synthesis of some new potential antilicaUons at Eastern Kentucky State College, tumor agents" by chemistry professor John
under the general management of Mr. Don Melsenheimer, and "the Influence of low temFeltner, Coordinator of Public Affairs.
peratures in producing duplications In the
chicken embryo," a Joint project by A. L.
Whltt and Mary McOlasson, of the biology
Member:
- faculty.
Associated Collegiate Press Association
Other projects are financed by outside
funds, from private foundaUons or the United
Columbia Scholastic Press Association
States government. One
such
federally
supported project is Dr. Rowlett's own Inquiry
National Newspaper Service
into Industrial arts education for Appalachla.
supported by a contract with the U.S. Office
Kentucky Press Association
of Education.
A third type of project is immediately
■•presented for national advertising by
practical, concerned with the constant ImNational Advertising Service, Inc.
provement of Eastern's own Instruction, which,
Progress advertising Is Intended to help the in turn, profits the State lt serves. One of
reader buy. Any false or misleading advertising these Is Dr. Margaret Ankeny's follow-up
study of last year's Eastern graduates in
should be reported to the Progress office.
elementary education, to get suggestions they

PROGRESS i

"If they feel that Eastern has
nothing to offer them, why do they
continue there?" This is the question offered by an Eastern alumnus
in his letter found elsewhere on this
page. The obvious answer being
that students must finJd that the
school offers them much for they do
continue in greater numbers than in
1961 or 1963.
Great advances have come
about in the many facets of life at
Eastern, a wet) known/ fact to the
state of Kentucky. These changes
have not originated through a satisfied, stagnated student body, but
through a student body which is demanding the best facilities conducive to gaining a thorough education
and completing the maturation cycle
expected of them by the time they
receive their diplomas.
It is certainly a shame that the
situations viewed by the critical eye
of a college student must at times
be misinterpreted by others.
Perhaps the students reporting their
findings to Mr. Meiier did not meet
a cross section of Eastern students
and were left with the impression
that we are an apathetic student
body, ashamed of the fact that we
are here.
A quick and clean erasure
should be made of the opinions written on the minds of these students,
an'd now. College students advance
during their four years on campus
not only by the hours they collect
but also by the new ideas and con-

might make toward improving the usefulness1
of teacher education here. Another, under
the direction of Sidney Stephens, a mathematics professor, is titled "An Inventory of
Mathematics Preparation of Kentucky Elementary Teachers."
Fourth of Local Interest
There Is still another type of research,
mostly of local and Internal interest, constantly going on at Eastern, much of It suggested by the College's president or academic
dean. Inquiries of this Wnd are descriptive
studies of freshmen enrolled in 1963 and 1964,
academic progress of students who entered
In 1960. attrition patterns of freshmen during
selected semesters, and comparative studies
of students In the teacher education program
and those enrolled in other College programs.
Dr. Rowlett Here Sim* 1981
Dr. Rowlett, who joined the Eastern staff
In 1951 as an Industrial arts professor and
was appointed director of research last fall,
stands by to smooth request procedures, and
to help execute research projects, once okayed.
He will help faculty members acquaint themselves with available grants in specialised
fields, and to apply for some at them.
Another service offered by Dr. Rowlett's
department is helping college teachers prepare
tests which can be graded by IBM machine, a
huge saving In time.
Dr. Rowlett has announced to the Eastern
faculty the procedures to be uVed In applying
for research funds, and pointed out that such
applications are encouraged.
"We expect," he says, "dozens of studies
before the year is out."
To date, six grants have been made this
year, of institutional funds.

mature criticism than they could as
freshmen, that they need not even
speak to answer the question posed
by Mr. Meier, for they are indeed
still here, which, after four years
speakes tor itseir.

cepts they encounter and the broad
enina effect these make; on, their
minds*
As freshmen, much is new to
them, there is much with which they
disagree and do not understand. By
the time this class becomes seniors
il
though, they have undergone several
changes. Their class is srnaller and
more choice than it had been four
years ago and. though they view
daily "tua5.°"« •v#VnWe C"*,Ca"l
than they did then, they have come
W reahie that they are not the only
""9^'* P*<»pk that others have
causes.
good ways and reasons and causes,

'Meet Miss

Student Teaching Examined
(AOP)—This Is from THE INTERLUDB,
College of St. Francis. Joliet, HI.:
"Class, I would like you to meet Mlse—
(Oh, my heart, that's me. Why, yes,
hello to you. Did he really call me Miss?
Sounds so old. Why. I do feel even a bit old-

While as freshmeni they had
perhaps been quicker to voice criticism than now, they were probably
even quicker to violently disagree
with the criticism Ot an Outsider.
Upper classmen realize that just as
"Kr"" •
,.
,
. .
' -,-.they are capable, ot voicing more
■

Letters
To The Editor
Of The Progress
Student Cheering

«■ *&%£% ^llng me tor a while in
ciass. . ."
^g%STS^ t^%33
thlnk lt ^nde more professional than student
teacher)^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ order t0
maJw ,t eaBier tor MU»—to learn your names."
(Yes. of course . . . iwtw, seat fiveJohn, with the dimples. Must remember
djmpleii ^^^ Jonn. up ^ front—Julie. I

won't play favories, but I do like her so much.
And, those legs extending from row three,
It's Mike, star what? Linebacker? I must
keep posted on sports events. And Mike I I
do hope you Uke English).
"For class tomorrow, turn to page . . .
dismissed."
(The bell. In Just 65 minutes I've been
renovated . . . Into a "Miss" who wUl be
"assisting." But more than this. Tears of
hesitation, qualms and theory are all muddled
together, with me in the middle. I feel needed, responsible, In my mixed emotions. I
know something now ... for sure. Teaching
Is not a cerUflcate or even a prized degree.
It is John, Mike, Julie and the rest. That's
why I am here now. That's why III be back
tomorrow).

KYMA Club wishes to extend an Invitation to all members of the Student Body to
sit in the Student Cheering Section at all home
basketbaU games. * ... —
. ..-"-V? are
sections 114 and 115. The only requirement
to sit in this section Is that you cheer.
Our team la picked to win the OVC, and
we feel that with the aid of an organized
cheering section our team can both see and
hear that the student body is united behind
them.
We hope that all students will Join together in a united effort to give Eastern the
best cheering section and the best team in the
OVC.

Not Too Pleased
As a graduate of Eastern I am profoundly
concerned with Eastern's future and her projected image. I believe In her objectives and
I feel that I received the education to which
I was entitled. As a counselor, I do not hesitate to recommend Eastern to seniors in high
school who will be prospecUve college freshmen.
I am extremely concerned, however, with
the attitudes of the student body toward the
institution. Recently, a group of high school
seniors visited the campus and talked Jo
numerous students. Realizing that a minority
of students engage In the recreation of criticising the professors, one can discount much
of the anachronlsts utterances heard on campus.
However, the forementloned seniors departed from the campus with the general conviction that Eastern students were not only
not proud of their alma mater but ashamed
and dissatisfied with lt.
Will these students some day awaken to
the realization that by maligning their college
they are reviling the very education which
they will profess prepares them for life and
an- occupation? If they feel that Eastern has
nothing to offer them, why do they continue
there?
Perhaps a long, Intense examination of
school spirit and personal pride Is much in demand.
Sincerely,
Thomas E Meier ('61, '63)
604 Linden Avenue
Newport, Kentucky

A Tradition?

Beanie Source Found
(ACP)—A reporter for Pioneer Log, Lewis
and Clark College, Portland, One., happened
on a friend who looked thoroughly puzzled and
frightened.
"Those orange and black hats we're supposed to wear," he sighted. "What are they
for?"
"Oh," replied the reporter, "they're a part
of the Lewis and Clark tradition."
And the reporter explained lt this way:
"Dean Fester Spurner taught a home
economics class back In the old days.. Unfortunately, no one signed up for the course
one term and she was stuck with 20 bolts
each of orange organdy and black burlap, out
of which she had planned for the girls to
make their Homecoming formals.
"So Dean Spurner, with her customary
grit, was determined to produce a school banner. But she hadn't taken a doctorate'in home
ec., and she certainly was no Betsy Ross.
Consequently, she ended up with 129,000 shreds
of burlap and organdy—and no banner.
"She brought her problem to the college
president, who called a meeting of the board
of trustees. He told the board that the church
had seen fit to present the annual grant of
40 bolts of material to Lewis and Clark College, and if the church heard of it being reduced to this condition, the college might be
by-passed in the awarding of future grants.
"At last, one of the trustees, a hatter,
proposed to take the 129,000 pieces of cloth
and make 21,500 beanies. He explained: Tou
start a tradition. Tou make all the new
freshmen wear beanies for a week or two."
" 'Oh, come on now,' laughed the President. TH» you really think they'll swallow
that?'
" 'Well,' answered the hatter. 'After all,
they are Lewis and Clark students.'
"And to this day, the administration has
been working fervently to use up that vast
supply of beanies. In fact, that's the main
reason they've strtved over the years for Increased enrollment, and lower admittance
standards."
_ , _.,

'
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Wesley Decorating
New Center
The Interior of the Wesley
center is rapidly being decorate/] by the members. All
members and Interested students are Invited to come and
help.
Father McQuire was the
guest speaker at the regular
meeting Monday night.
M/. and Mrs. Ben Flora, faculty sponsor, have been blessed with a baby girl, Vivian
Clay Flora She was born
Nov. 29 and weighs six pounds,
twelve ounces.
Wlesley offers
congratulations.
All members are reminded
"Intergroup Relations"
to
attend their
discussion
To Be Discussed at BSS
Dr. Cyrus Johnson, assistant groups and to come to the next
professor of sociology at U.K., Wesley meeting.
will speak on "Intergroup ReP.R's Get 59.5495
lations" to the Behaviorial
Score Out of 60
Science Symposium Thursday
in 301 University.
Company R-i set a new record Nov. 21 by receiving the
'
Foreign Student*
highest inspection score ever
Onsets, of WF
received by any company In
Westminister Fellowship the Battalion. The four man
will be host to the foreign stu- Inspection team awarded the
dents at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday at P.R.'s a 59.5495 score out of a
the First Presbyterian Church. possible 60.
Candlelight Communion will
The team first inspected the
be held Sunday after dinner at pledges and actives in the
6 p.m. All Presbyterian stu- Alumni Coliseum parking lot.
dents are cordially invited to They then went to Lancaster
attend. Dinner will be 35c.
House, interviewed the staff
members, and checked
the
Sophomore's Starting
company files and
supply
room.
Social Committee
R-l was commended on its
A social committee is being
formed to bring about more near perfect performance.
sophomore
participation in
school events and class activities.
All sophomores (as well as
the other classes) are urged to
PREPOSTEROUS PERSONALS
sit in the student cheering section 1-14 and 1-15 at the ball$25 FOR EACH PREPOSgames.
TEROUS PERSONAL
used in our advertising.
KD's Tap New Members
Must be based on any of 93
Kappa Delta Tau tapped 22
Study'Master titles. Open jo
new members and one honostudents and faculty. Sorry,
rary member early Wednesday
can't return unused entries.
morning. The new girls In the
Sand your entries to Study*
Women's' service sorority are:
Master Publications, 148 LaBetty Alexander, Ann Carpenfayette St. N. Y. C. 10013.
ter, Peggy Carter, Sherry ConY'OUNG
MAN interested
gleton,
Dorlnda
Dammert,
ia canoeing wishes to meet
Susie Donoghue, Nancy Dotyoung lady with same bent.
son,
Ann Dunagan, Donna
Object, outing on Loon Lake.
Gardner, Jonnie Hale, Janice
Write AAT 411.
Huffman,
Sharon
Hulette,
\gjANTED: Basketball
Jackie Jefferson, Sue Johnson,
M/coach to develop winning
Wanda Lambdin, Jeannie McI "team in underdeveloped
Ginnis, Marlene Morris. Emma
country. Transportation paid.
Lou Pellegrinon, Pat Taeuber,
Apply Director of Physical Fit*
Pat Ta^lbee, pat Witt and
ness. Box GT202, Lilliput.
CarOIee Ogden.
•Prucne Puckett was tapped
PlLEASURE CRUISE. Exas an honorary member.
cellent food, living quarters.
The formal initiation banInteresting companions.
quet** the 23 nevt K.tt'a will
Voull have a whale of a time!
be at Boone Tavern on SunInquire Capt A, Box MD234.
da*
STUDENTS find Study*
Veteran's Project Is a Success
Master Critical Commas.
taries. Chapter Notes, PoIn spite of tain, the Veteretry
Reviews and Drama Analan's cU» distributed 1,250 Colyses
valuable study aids foe
lege decals Nov. 25.
comprehension, speed, referMonday,' which is the twentyence, sod improved grades.
third anniversary of the attack
on Pearl Harbor, a special
at your College Book
Store.
meeting will be held to-dieeuse
further projects.
Club
was 'BO large that two pictures
had to be made of the club
Monday!
Mr. Green, an Eastern graduate and an IA teacher at
Henry Clay High School, Lexington, spoke to the club after
the picture taking. He exhibited some of the different
varieties of wood that he has
collected from all over the
world. He ia a member of the
International Wood Collectors.
Bob Combs, an exchange
farmer from Russia, will speak
at the' next meeting.
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Maroons Romp In Opener Over Transy;
Face Powerful Dayton And Marshall Cagers

be on campu
rested In talk
• to the Place
ck Building iiB
UE SERVT
n. Make you
• Bldg., Roo
•viewing Bud
nd and woul
Tom 9 until

Pioneers Defeated 72-52

Meet Flyers On Road;
Host Big Green Herd

In Wednesday Action

rglnia, will t
able for n&
they will
e needs in
1 high schoc
ANT, Lexln
They will
lake appoin

of 72-52. Approximately 6,300 fans turned out to seei the
Colonels break up the Pioneers deliberate game and go on to
tomorrow and Wednesday in Dayton and Marshall.
win handily.
The Maroona face the Flyers in Dayton Fieldhouse, but
first Ume^or 3 meTer diving at Eastern, There is no adEddie Bodkin, an All-OVC
mission charge at the meets, and there is a seating capacity host the Big Green in Alumni Coliseum.
Tom Everitt and Mike Faith
choice as a sophomore last were the leading scorers for
Eastern's tall cagers, im°' ^oach Combs has the state diving champion in Johnny pressive
in
spurts against
year, hit on 11 of 19 shots from Transy with 19 and 17 points,
Warren and the 2nd place man in Charles Parr.s. Bill 'Walker Transy's slow-down Pioneers his worries against Dayton
the floor and 10 of 14 free respectively.
a freshman, has broken two school records — the 200 yara will need improved ball-hand- will be not taking the Flyers
throws to gain the game's top
ftjea?yte Ed the 500 yard freestyle. Rick Hill, another fresh- ling to conquer their Buckeye seriously.
Donoher's Starters
mat has been hampefed by a shoulder injury, but he is ex- and Mountaineer State rivals.
scoring honors. The 6-7 junior
Coach Don Donoher will
acted to break a few records :n the Louisville or UK meet
Eastern threw the ball away
also grabbed off 11 rebounds,
high-scoring
* Six members of the team who will swim aga.nst Louisville 18 times in their debut, "more throw a big,
being outreoounded only by
front
line
of
6-3
Bob
Sullivan,
times than in any practice
are from Louisville.
Bob Tolan who gathered In 18
• FUTURE FOES
session," aocording to Coach 6-11 Henry Finkel, and 6-6
Henry Burlong against the
rebounds. Senior guard Lee
Tomorrow Easterns cagers play t^^versity of Dayton Jim Baechtold.
Lemos was the only other
Not too pleased with the Maroons. Finkel proved Eastin Dayton, Ohio, and Wednesday they will be hosts to Marshall
ern's
undoing
last
year
In
Colonel In double figures with
Maroons
showing
against
University.
Coliseum when he
10. Eastern, with a five-Inch
Transy, Baechtold said, "It's Alumni
scored 32 points to pace Dayheight advantage per man,
Dayton lost four of their top six players last year. Only possible that they were taking ton to a hard-fought 83-72
outrebounded the scrappy Piobig Henry Finkel, a center, and forward Henrv Burlon* remain this team a little too lightly win. At guard3 Donoher will
neers 46-28.
this season. The Flyers lead in the series with Eastern 15 to and were looking ahead to start 6-3 Dennis Papp and 6-0
Ronnie Whitson, the Pio3 Last season Dayton handed the Maroons an 83-72 loss in a Dayton." "It's a good thing Jack Warrell, two comparaneer's hustling playmaker and
game played in the Alumni Coliseum. Eastern is expected to we got off to the early lead. tively Inexperienced, but highscorer, had an off night from
Transy's deliberate play would
win the tilt.
the field hitting on only 2 of
have made It hard to catch up ly regarded sharp-shooters.
Baechtold,
agreeing with
Mnrshnll
16 shots from the field. HowEastern leads in the series with Marshall 11-4. Last sea- if they had gotten in front."
Dayton
assistant
John
Ross
ever, he caged 11 of 15 free
Coach Lauds Guard*
son the teams split, with Eastern winning 85-73 at home and
who
scouted
the
Maroons
WedBaechtold
praised guards
throws to lead Transy with 15
Marshall coming out ahead with 85-73 at Huntingdon. Marshall,
nesday
night,
says
the
tilt
points. David Jones followed
Lemos and Bill Walton could be decided on rebounding
nicknamed the Big Green, lost four top players last year and Lee
the 5-7 sophomore with 13
have three letlerman returning. They are forward Tom Lang- who allowed Transy's back and will answer with the same
points.
fitt, center Bruce Belcher, and guard Larry Williams. Eastern court only three field goals.
combination
he
sent
against
Most impressive in the win
Bodkin netted Eastern's first
fa given the winning nod in this one also.
Transy.
was 6-7 All-America candidate
7 points to gain the Colonels a
WRESTLING TOO!
Bodkin
and
6-8
junior
Jerry
a junior for7-1
lead
after
2:19 had
Ndw that the football season is over we all can look for- Eddie Bodkin,
The Harrodsburg Bisbey will probably man the
elapsed. The Colonels pushed
ward to the various winter sports. Along wleh basketball and ward.
forward
spots
with
Tolan
in
the lead to 16-6, but Transy
swimming, this year we will also have wrestling at the Alumni youngster hit on 11 of 19 field the pivot. Lemos, 6-3^4, and
attempts and 10 of 14
came back and cut the lead to
Coliseum. Wrestling is a nation's fastest growing inter- goal
6-1
Bill
Walton
will
be
the
free throws for 32 points, his
16-13 on a jump shot by Monte
scholastic sport. The first collegiate wrestling match ever highest output ever in an Eastern
guards. This comCampbell,
the Pioneer's 6-2
to be held at Eastern will be on Thursday, at 8 p.m. in the Eastern
bination
gives
Eastern
nearly
He
also
center.
Alumni Coliseum. The match will be between Eastern and cleared theuniform.
a
one-inch
per
man
height
adboard3 for 11 reAfter Transy cut the gap to
Carson-Newman. There is no admission charge and information
vantage on the starting fives.
3 points, Eastern, led by Bodon how to watch a college wrestling match will be handed out bounds.
Following
the
Dayton
and
Other Maroon leaders were
kin, Tolan, and Bisbey, shot
to the spectators. Support the wrestling team; wrestling is a senior guard
Lemos,
who Marshall clashes the Maroons
Into a 32-17 lead with 2:02 on
meet
7th
ranked
Syracuse
varsity sport.
scored 10 points even though
the clock. Jones tipped In a
the AlumrU
Facts About Wrestling
hampered by two jammed fin- Monday under
Whitson foul shot with 1 secWrestling is a contact sport. It tests strength and en- gers on his shooting hand, and Coliseum arches in a bid to
ond remaining to cut the
durance, condition and headwork. It develops self-reliance, towering Bob Tolan, 6-8 senior gain national recognition beColonels lead to 34 to 24.
preservance and mental alertness. The sport has special ap- center, who raked off 18 re- fore the Ohio Valley ConferTOO TAIX TO STOP . . . Eastern's Bill Walton, who stands
ence Tournament- in Louisville
peal because there is continual movement, constant change of bounds.
Transy tried to make a
"only" 6-1, has no difficulty passing over Transylvania's
positions, and new combinations of holds in every move.
comeback in the second half,
Baechtold says the least of Dec. 21, 22, 23.
A match lasts for nine minutes and is divided into three
and cut the lead to 37-31 on
5-8 V4 Joe Cantrell. No. 24 is Transy's Charles Shipley.
Stumpy Shipley's
one-hander
periods of three minutes each. The first period starts from
The toll Maroons overpowered the Pioneers 72-62 before a
after 6:04 had elapsed. Eastthe neutral position with both wrestlers working for a take
down (taking the opponent to the mat and gaining control of
ern continued to Increase the l very persuasive fragrance for meal
near capacity house in Alumni Coliseum for their openinghim). The second and third periods start from the referee's
lead, despite Transy's press
game win.
and the loss of Tolan and Wal- Cok.|~.«l«i»<».T*.ll»»«ta«»»».a«". 1
position. The contestants Interchange positions each period.
ton on fouls and Don GranoThe contestants are matched according to weight. This
enables boys of a certain size to compete In their own weight
wiz wound up the scoring on
a three point trip with 1 secclass. The fact that wrestling is one on one makes victory or
ond remaining to give the
defeat a personal responsibility.
MoreEastern's Lawarence Whalen and Austin Peay, 153.
Colonels a 72-52 advantage.
and Robert McAnelly finished head with 196 points was
Assistant Coach Jack Adams'
third and fourth, respectively seventh, while Middle Tennesbaby Maroons scored a 66-52
In the OVC Cross-Country see was last with 199.
win over the Transy freshman
Times Close
Championship, as Coach Conteam. Joe Pratts led Eastern
nie Smith's 'harriers' took secRobert Gierberg of Murray
with 18 points. He was folond place and closed with 55 won top individual honors as
lowed by Garfleld Smith with
Tickets for t'le O'.iio Valley finals are at 8 p.m. Dec. 23.
points, the winningest cross- he recorded a time of 20:04
Prices for the tickets are
country season ever at East- over the four mile course. Conference Bi-kctball Tourna- $3.00, $2.50 and $2.00 for sin- 15 points and Joe Davto-wlth
ern,. The third annual OVC Gierberg's time was a new ment in Louisville's Conven- gle sessions, price depending 14 points.
Meet was held OVC record. His teammate tion Center. Dec. 21, 22, 2S, upon proximity to the playing
RICHMOND. KY. Cross-Country
241 W. MAIN ST.
at the Veterans Administration William Boyd with a 21:00 was will be on sale at the athletic floor, and $10, $8, and $6, for
Golf Course
in Mufreesboro, second.
Eastern's Lawrence ticket office until next Wed- tournament books good for all
Tennessee, on the 21st of Nov- Whalen ran a great race and nesday, accrding to athletic three sessions.
ember.
came in just one second behind director Qlem Presnell.
Tlckc'.s may be purchased in
Favorite Wfestern Kentucky Murray's Boyd. Robert McThe
Uu. .r-ment,
revived the Eastern section at the athwon the championship with 42 Anelly was fourth finishing this year af.or its discontin- letic ticket office, or by mail
points.
Four of their men only two seconds behind Whal- uance in 195.'
its the eight by sending check or money
were in the first nine finishers en with a 21:03.
There was members of to OVC against cider payable to Eastern Kenand their other man was thir- a span of only 59 seconds be- each other. Tho i.-rimey has tuckv State College to OVC
teenth. Eastern, which cap- tween the second man and the no bearing upon f'nal confer- Tickets, Athletic Ticket Office,
tured third, fourth,
tenth, twenty-second one.
ence standings or the loop's Alumni
Coliseum,
B"**6™
twelfth and twenty-six, with 56
Other Eastern runners were NCAA representative In Kentucky State College, Richpoints, was second. Murray, James Beasley, who finished March.
mond, Kentucky.
although they took the first tenth with a 21:25; Phil KramFirst round pairings find
and second places, finished mer with a 21:40 came in Western Kentucky and Middle
third with 61 points. They twelfth, and Harry Faint fin- Tennesses and
Eastern and
were followed by Tennessee ished 26th with a 22:20 time. Austin Peay squared off In the
Tech, 86; East Tennessee, 149;
Middle Tennease was host upper bracket, while the lower
for the meet in which all eight bracket sends East Tennessee
OVC member schools partici- against Tennessee Tech and
pated. From the performance Morehead against Murray. All
of the participants in this meet first round action is Dec. 21.
Semifinal rounds Dec. 22 pit
It appears that the OVC is going to become
recogfilzed the upper bracket winners and
»W>
the lower bracket winners. The
nationally In this event.

R
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Eastern X-Country Team
Second In OVC Meet

IDEAL
RESTAURANT

BURO'S

OVC Tourney Ducots
On Sale In Coliseum

Every day as you eat in the Ideal
Restaurant... you have a chance
of eating a free meal ... if the
Golden Fork is in your napkin.

w

FRIDAY, DEC. 4TH From 5 To 9 P.M.

FRIENDSHIP NITE
DISCOUNT
ON ALL
PURCHASES

.

YOU CAN WIN!

Browne's Office Supply
105 South Third
DICTIONARIES
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate
POSTER PAPER
White and Colon
MAGIC MARKERS
All Colors
FAMOUS PARKER 45 INK PEN
Choice of Points
RUBBER STAMPS
Made to Order
TEMPERA PAINTS
All Colors

the "Doggie-in-the-WindoW

Something to
crow about
Here's some good advice for
roosters who haven't got a roost.
You might not even be planning
marriage at the moment. But
chances arev It won't be long.
There's never going to be a better time to start a program of
life Insurance than now. As a
college student, you'll find rates
at their lowest and with a Policy
Purchase Option a yq»ng man
will never have to worry about
one day becoming uninsurable.
Just being a policy owner gives
you something to crow about.

?*££ giant...plush
Hush Puppies*
SOFT . . . CUDDLY . . . YOU'LL LOVE ITI
Easy to Win — Just Register— No Purchase Necesarf.
Fill in coupon below and deposit at our storo.
I

INT
6IAN1

HiiSh PllppieS* FREE ENTRY BLANK

NameStreet.

jCHy.

I
I Telephone-

Refreshments will be served.
Do your CHRISTMAS SHOPPING Friday Evening from 5 to
9 p.m. Use our Convenient LAY-AWAY and still receive the

Drawing Christmas Eve.
You Do Not Have to be

ful 10% DISCOUNT.

Present to Win.

George Ridings

LERMANS

SPECIAL AGENT
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Box 506
Ph 623-4638

•

fnm&djlnii
paJ

SlNCOWrOBATU

200 AND 214 WEST MAIN
CLOTHING — SHOES — BOYS' WEAR

HOtnB HKneavOel 2»i4

n
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MILESTONE FRIENDSHIP

AMPUS I jALENJiAR

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6 —
5:30 p.m.
Episcopal Canterbury Club Episcopal Church
6:00 p.m.
C.S.F.
Christian Church
6:00 p.m.
Westminister Fellowship Presbyterian Church
MONDAY, DECEMBER 7 —
4:10 p.m.
Women's Inter-Dorm Council
Case Committee Room
4:10 p.m.
IW.R.A.
Alumni Coliseum
4:10 p.m.
Young Democrats Club
Cammack 203
8:00 p.m.
Wesley Foundation Methodist Student Center
8:00 p.m.
Perry County Club
University 103
6:30 p.m.
Football Banquet
S.U.B. Cafeteria
6:30 p.m.
Boyd-Greenup Counties
University 104
6:30 p.m.
B.S.U.
Baptist Student Center
7:15 p.m.
Caduceus Club
Science 111
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8 —
4:10 p.m.
W.R.A.
Alumni Coliseum
4:10 p.m.
Sophomore Class Officers
Cammack ' 108
4:30 p.m.
Drum and Sandal
Alumni Coliseum
5:00 p.m.
Franklin County Club
University 101
5:00 p.m.
Student Council
Ferrell Room, Combs BMg.
5:00 p.m.
Eastern L.T.
Pearl Buchanan Theater
5:15 p.m.
Laurel County Club
University 108
6:00 p.m.
Polymathologlsts Banquet
Blue Room
6:00 p.m.
Church of Christ
University 201
6:30 p.m.
Photo Club
Science 115
6:30 p.m.
B.S.U.
Baptist Student Center
6:30 p.m.
Woodford County Club
University 104
6:30 p.m.
Home Economics Club
Fltzpatrick 17
7:00 p.m.
Agriculture Club
.
University 101
7:00 p.m.
B.S.U. Coffee
Baptist Student Center
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9 —
10:10 a.m.
Assembly — College Choir
Alumni Coliseum
4:10 p.m.
Fayette County Club
University 104
4:10 p.m.
W.R.A.
Alumni Coliseum
5:00 p.m.
Canterbury Club
Combs 206
5:00 p.m.
Young Republicans Club
University 104
6:00 p.m.
Circle K Club
University 103
6:00 p.m.
Westminister Fellowship Presbyterian Church
6:00 p.m.
Kyma Club
University 101
6:30 p.m.
B.S.U.
Baptist Student Center
6:30 p.m.
Biology Club
Science 111
6:45 p.m.
Music Educators National Council
.... . .
Foster 300
7:00 p.m.
Collegiate Council of U.N.
University 103
8:00 p.m.
Basketball — Eastern and Marshall
_
•
Alumni Coliseum
10:00 p.m.
Post-Game Dance (McGregor House Coun.)
_
;_
Burnam Hall
10:00 p.m.
Burnam, Case, McGregor House Councils
THURSDAY. DECEMBER 10 Committee Rooms
V.IS, Pm5:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
7:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
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™,RA^
Alumni Coliseum
Pike County Club
Gibson 107
Swim Meet — Eastern and Univ. of Ky.
__. ..
Coliseum Natatorlum
Sigma Chi Mu
S.U.B. 200
Kappa Kappa Sigma
Coliseum Pool
Kappa Iota Epsilon
Blue Room
Pulaskl County Club
University 101
Newman Club
University 104
College Christian Science Org.
_.
University 201
Canterbury Club Chocolate Hour
•a* A » „ .* .
Walnut Hall
Student Recital — William H. Reed. Bass
F 8ter

30
°
°
Blue Room
Walnut Hall

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11 _
S-™ £"m
CommerceStudent Teachers
8.00 p.m.
Snowball Dance

AM rftddents who purchased
individual "friendship pictures"
from t%e Milestone should pick
them lip in Room 202 of the
Student Union. Pictures w01
be distributed from 1-6 p.m.
December 8, 9, and 10.
An
pictured must be picked up by
6 p.m. Friday.

EASTERN
PRIM! IN MQtflf
'tVi ML N. of Richmond oa U.S. 28
Phone 62S-2759

FR1. - SAT.. SUN.
DEC.
Big Double Feature!
ELVIS PRESLEY
"FUN IN ACAPULCO"
Musk! Fun! Color!
ALSO WESTERN!
SLIM CARTER
JOCK MAHONEY
ACTION ADVENTURE!

Dr. Ambrose Elected

Speech Contest
Organized

Dr. Charles Ambrose, dean both the MA. and Ed.D. from
of admissions and registrar, | the University of Kentucky.
has been elected vice president He has been a member of the
of the Kentucky Association or faculty since 1961.
Collegiate RegUtraSB and AdDean Ambrose is a member
missions Office/B.
of tl* American Personnel and
His term of office will con- Guidance Association, the Intinue through next October.
ternational
Association
of
A graduate of Transylvania Pupil Personnel Workers, InCollege, Dr. Ambrose received ternational Association of Exceptional Children,
American
Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers, KEA, NEA, and Kappa
Delta Pi, a national honorary
in education.

Richmond
Drive In Theatre
Berea Bead—Phone 6M-171K
NEAR B.O.A.D.
4 MI. SO. ON U.8. IS

— SATURDAY —
7:00 & 10:30 P. M.

ELVisPresi
0 KiD
Galahad

COLOR by DC LUXE

Eastern will have its firsjt
organized
oratorical contest
for women this year. The contest will be named the W. I*
Keene
Women's
Oratorical
Contest for Mr. W. L. Keene,
professor of English.
There
has been
concern
about an oratorical contest for
women students on campus.
Last year the Canterbury Club
sponsored such a contest and
Miss Shirley Green, a junior,
active In speech and debate
won the contest. Ten women
tried for the event.
Semi-finals will be held Jan.
6 at which time four women
will be chosen for the finals
to be held Jan. 13 in the freshman assembly.
Rules for the contest will be
published
next week.
All
women interested should conThe annual Snowball Dance tact Mrs. Betty Mohs. in room
will be held Friday from 8 204 of the Combs Building imp.m. to 12 p.m. in Walnut Hall mediately.
of the Student Union Building.
The Bourbonaires will furnish the music. Tickets for
the dance are $1.26 In advance
and $150 at the door.
The
Snowball Queen, who will reign
over the dance, will be crowned by Mrs. Connie Mullins
Leatherman, last year's queen.
Every woman attending the
dance will be eligible to be
crowned.
The dance is sponsored by
KYMA, and the dress is semiformal.

Snowball Dance

Schedule Friday »

Just Five

Weeks Till
Christmas

WANT TO
CASH YOUR
CHECK?
No Purchase
Necessary!
Students'
Charge Accts.
Invited!
Richmond's and
E.K.S.C.'s Favorite
Store for Shoes of
Quality!

JAN'S
SHOES

you're
positively
diabolical

lilPW

oil.

December 8
,
BURROUGHS CORPORATION will be Interviewing Bu
ness majors who have an accounting background and wot
be interested in sales. He will be Interviewing from 9 until
Make appointment In Placement Bureau.
December 9
FAIRFAX COUNTY SCHOOLS, Fairfax, Virginia, will
interviewing from 9 until 4, for positions available for nt
September. According to their latest estimate they will
needing over 1,000 new teachers. They anticipate needs in
of the teaching fields from elementary through high scho
Make appointment in Placement.
December 10
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, Lexin
ton, Ky., will be interviewing from 9 until 4. They will
interviewing men interested In sales service. Make appolr
r
ments in Placement Bureau.

KEN-CAR
ACROSS FROM KROGER'S.

Just Time
For A

JUST ARRIVED!

Taylor Made

COMING SOON:

Portrait

TONITE FOR SURE'
In Color!

Listed below are the recruiters that will be on cam
during the month of December. Any senior interested In U
ing with any of the following people should come to the Phi
ment Bureau located temporarily in the Cammack Building
Room 102, or call 623-7398.
December 4
KENTUCKY STATE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVI
will be on campus interviewing accountants. Make y«
appointment in Dr. Joseph Young's office, Combs Bldg., Ro

MEN'S IVY TROUSERS
'3.99
DRESS SHIRTS — 2.98

Vacation.

—SUNDAY ONLY—
7:00 & 9:30 P. M.

TlacetnenL* Positions

MAROON PARKAS

SPORT SHIRTS.... $2.87

For Christmas.

ORLON SOCKS

1%

JIMMY
TAYLOR

SMcg

Photographer

CMicaft?

3Prs.for$i.&2Prs.for97<
SHOP KEN-CAR
IF YOU DON'T MIND PAYING
A WEE BIT LESS FOR GOOD
QUALITY MERCHANDISE!

Richmond's Better
Shoe Store

NAME BRANDS
BULOVA — LONGINES — ZIPPO —
~ .NORELC^^ ELS,N ~ TjMEX —
ALL NAME BRANDS - - - ON SALE!

■'

i..

(FREE ENGRAVING)
RICHARD

WHILE YOU WAIT!
Jewelry Boxes — Birthstones — Appliances

KESSLER'S
RICHMOND'S ONLY DISCOUNT JEWELRY!
PH. 623-1292

BURTON
PETER
OTOOLE

STOCKTON'S
DRUGS

HALWALUS'

J3ECKET
fAN/rVI3K)N' TtCHNrCOLOR*
A r AlAiiOWT WUAJt

" BEGLEY'S NEXT DOOR

Mam Street,

SUN. - HON. ■ TUES.

Richmond, Ky.
CaaatlTlT SM.75

YOUR GIFT
Headquarters

Eastern
Students
and
Faculty
"See us for your
Drug. Needs"

GORHAM'
S T E KLVnf Gr
Because it speaks well >
of your taste and
though tfulness! A gift
of precious Gorham
sterling Is a remembered gift... sore to, bo
used and appreciated
throughout the years.
AH prices are f or 4 pak
place-settings and
Include Federal Tax.

McCORDS
JEWELRY
Where Your Credit
Is Always Good.

c

66 *i

Alter «hsve lotion, cologne,
i •sen 4'/, ounoss.

CUT SIT

■ATM nOWDM
4 WOOl fHJft

"Old Spice'sfter
shave lotion, 2*/i
—■CIS, tsicvra,

4-os. "Tre-Jur"
bath powder and
lambs wool puff.

V *■*' 4

•Plut Ftd Its

- ■ y \

FULL LINE NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

Coty's - Max Factor Tussy's
THEY'RE NEW . . .
THEY'RE DIFFERENT!
\ -" ■■ i

■ ■ i

'

.

'

Bikini Panties

4-3

n 1

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE
ORATOyRlO CHORUS
in "The Creation" by Haydn — Plus
a full Concert conducted by Robert King.
Dec. 4, 8:15 P.M., Henry Clay Auditorium
Lexington
Ticket Information — 255-7418

CITY TAX*

Ills

Adevilish gleam will come into
your eyes when you assume
the lean and lethal pose that
these pants give you. They j
trim you up and taper you
down. Post-Grads are the ne-:
Elus-ultra of campus styles,
ecause they're absolutely
authentic. Neat belt loops.
Narrow-but-not-too-narrow
cuffs. Shaped on-seam pockets. You can look satanic for
a pittance since they cost but
$6.98 a pair in 55% Acrilan*.
Acrylic, 45% Rayon. Buy'em ;
andhistess!
'Chem&trand Registered Trademarks . ..;
meaning that these slacks are unconditionally guaranteed lor one lull year's norms! «...
I

yours is

SAMUEL BRONSTON
SOPHIATOREN
STEPHEN BOYD ■ ALEC GUINNESS
JAMES MASON - CHRISTOPHER PIUMMS

Starts Wednesday!

T°pkp» L
COLOR

Mum Ikn ONIIED UMTS

CANFIELD MOTORS
i
*4>

OLDSMOBILE

"

LADIES LACE TRIMMED

WHITE - RED - BLACK

CENTRAL KENTUCKY PHILHARMONIC
Presents

in
Wear Dated
Post-Grad
slacks by

Veterans Cab
Kentucky Cab
24 Hr. Service t

623-1400

All Makes Serviced
(

» -^
Across
From Krogers

Phone 623-4010

the perfect figure
in a long line

White Lie

contour bra
by Delifjhtform
Nobody is perfect... but White Lie contour cups
add curves so naturally, nobody has to be! The
long line design slims you where you want to be
slim. Elastic back panels and the soft lined elas.
tic band along the bottom edge give you day-in,
night-out comfort. Choose white or black. '
A cup, 32-36—B cup, 32-38—C cup. 32-38

$

3.50

ELDER'S
RICHMOND'S FAMILY STORE
SINCE 1893

*T
■Hi
wSa H fl I^^i^^if^ir-^^SM^^

•
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\nnual Messiah Performance Highlights Christmas Season
formed of our whereabouts.
.
, ... — - -— „f ,h« R^erve Center, at"
Justice, •«; Allen formed of our whereabout
at Ft.
Ft. ^Leonard
Leonard Wood.
Wood, W
Mis- ther 130 feet white turning Roark tea student in the. Col- R<teetta
commission and has been on mander of the Reserve Center, souri, to brighten the home of over three times, near Dune- lege of Electrical Engineering Justice, '52; Joe D. Mat tick, Please, if you anticipate a
By LORRAINE FOLEY
continuous active duty since Army. His new address is 817 Capt. and Mrs. WILBUR®'«. din, Flerida. Jerry was thrown at the University.
Alumni News Editor
'57; Ernestine P. Middle ton, move, drop a note to the «<St Louis Avenue, Zanesville,
' The Music Department is June of that year. He has Ohio. Donald and his wife, the HARMON, "59. The little girl Z9 feet from the point his car
"LOST" ALUMNI
'58; Ruth Am Bush, '60; fice as soon as you have a •»served
with
artillery,
infantry
pdsy planning and rehearsing
former Elaine Catherine Burke is welcomed by sister Kfttfina came to rest.
finite address. Thanks for sH
and
the
transportation
corps
The following listed alumni Charles B. Jackson, '61.
• the Messiah which is to be
of Ft. Thomas, Ky. welcomed Lynn who is l'i jAudad. • CraWfor* -moved to Florida
Some of these have Just re- the help you can give us ttto
id Dec. 13. 1964. We hope in Japan and Korea, in addi- another baby girl on June 27, Capt. Harmon and his family a year ago and was a seventh are "lost," which means that
will be able to attend this tion to assignments In six dif- 1964. The infant was named live at 40 Jadwin Drive. Ft. grade English teacher at Aze- the office has exhausted its cently been added to our "lost" time and also for the ksip
•mderful Christmas program. ferent Army posts in the Sharon Elaine and was also Leonard Wood, Mo. 654V. 5 lea Junior jHigh School in St. tracer addresses. Anyone who file, so you can see the impor- several of you have offered m
Miss EMMA Y. CASE, '26, United States (including the welcomed by her 19 months old Master Leslie Dean Colettiuv Petersburg i and owned and can lend us a little help in tance of keeping the office in- the past.
ftnding these alumni, please let
back in Florida after spend- Blue Grass Army Depot at sister, Christy Burke Smith.
Lt. ALAN BRANDT dblif- operated Oawford's Pure Oil us hear from you!
Kentucky).
His
» some time at her home in Richmond,
Station
at
Coachman
Road
and
MAN,
both
1962
granduatea,
JERRY C. SUTKAMP, '59,
schooling
includes
\chmond. Miss Case
asks military
Mrs. Floyd A Id ridge (Julia
Infantry Leader- received his MD from the Uni- announce the arrival of a son, U.S. 19.
■I at her mail be addressed to: courses in
Survivors Include his widow, Phillips), '37; John Bernard
versity
of Louisville, Interned Leslie Dean, born Oct. 28L.The
ship,
Transportation
Company
K'.iwannee Hotel, St. PetersColemans are at Ft. Eustis, Mrs. Elizabeth Ann Crawford Center, "40; Mrs. Vivian Tribrg 31, Florida where she will Officers, and Transportation at Springfield Mercy Hospital, Va„ where Lt. Coleman is a and a daughter Lisa, who re- ble Phelps, '41; Ona B. Bright,
Career Officers. He resides Ohio, end at present la in the
. end the next six months.
inWARI) COHORN, '35, is with his wife and two daugh- Naval School of Aviation Med- company commander in- the cently moved to 3505 79th '42; Mrs. Floyd Culler (Delia
He 27th Transportation Batalhon. Avenue, Washington 28, DC. Hopper) '42; Anna Lois JohnstetTnt pdnSpTi IT he Elk- ters in Caste.ldefels, a small icine as Flight Surgeon.
(Mrs.) Cecil T. Wilson, '45;
Their street address at.. Ft
WEDDINGS
■rn School in Frankfort, Ken town near Barcelona, Spain. and Diana have three sons, Eustis is 2300-C Jackson Ave.
son, '42; Dorothy Pryse TihRichard,
2V»;
Jerry
Richmond's Lergest Shoe Store
Roberts-Wade
cky and his Frankfort ad- His mailing address is USA Jon
Trans.
Term.
Unit Spain Charles, Jr., 1%, and Michael
WILLIAM HARVEY DENMiss JUDITH MERLE cher, '42; Mabel Rae Jones,
•css is 515 St. Clair.
'43;
Claude
H.
Rawlins.
'43,
Misses GRACE, '37, and (7418), APO 401. New York, Walk, born June 9, 1964. Their HAM, a 1963 graduate, is now ROBERTS, '63, was married and his wife, Beulah Singleton
residence is located at 1155 N. industrial arts instructed .at orj Aug. 30, to Mr. John TlnLORENCE, '39, CHAMPION, New York.
WE SELL FOR
WHY PAY
Drive,
Pensacola, Eastern High School, Louis- sley Wade, who is a senior at Rawlins, '45. ,
ivc recently moved into their! ROBERT CARROLL FORD, Webster
to
er ln
Florida.
ville.
He
is
married
to
the
Eastern,
in
the
First
Methodist
Miss
Lillian
L.
WUkerson,
•w home" at 3310 Trinity Rd-.i'M.
*" ,
"|? £5^?"
LESS
Featuring
MORE
HAROLD M. BELL, "60, is former Sandra Burriss .and Church, Prestonsburg, Ky. The '43; James G. Woo ton, '43;
ouisville, Kentucky.
J»Ug Wong. *"* A****
.,,-,r,™^
,,,irc iiMR'Sides at 3335 N. Meridian, now a 1st lieutenant in Arad- they are the proud parents of young couple are residing at Mary L. Yates, '43; Mrs. ClarALFRED
JAMES LIMB,
Tnrlinnnnolis
8
J
com. He and his wife, the twin daughters born Oct. 8, 611 BaHaid Avenue, Bellevue ence T. Rltter (Emma N. Perk7, is district supervisor of *&._••
Residing at 1301 Summer former VERENA
LaFUZE, at Kentucky Baptist Hospital. Apts. No. -S, Richmond, Ken- ins) '44; Miss lien* S. Woodnysical education and assie- Street,
Hamilton,
Ohio Is
Julia Lee weighed 4 lbs. 12'4
int teacher personnel direc- MENDELL E. HODGES, '56, •60, reside at 1003 N. Meade, oz. and Jill Lynn, 4 lbs. 3% tucky. Judy is supervisor of side, '45; Elolse E. Balz, '46;
Colorado
Martin Hall Cafeteria here on Lava Chrysteen Latham
>r'.with
>r,
with of
offices
fires located
locaiea at
n the
u« ,
., teaching at the Colorado Springs,
oz. They reside at 9335 La- the campus.
80909.
Wright, '46; Tina M. Tyler, '46.
alt iake
City Board of Ed- Fairfield Elementary School.
i.ali.
Grange
Road,
Louisville.
Dowell- McCormick
TED INSKO, '61, recently
Betty Jo Barnett Royater,
cation general offices at 440
BILL EVANS, '58, chairman accepted a position in person-1 Master Larry Miller, Jr.
The
wedding
of
ELIZAMon. - Fri.—8:30 to 5:30
Sat.—8:30 to 8:30
'47; Mary Smith Buchanan,
last First South Street, Salt of industrial arts department
Larry, Jr. put in his ap- BETH P. DOWELL, '63, and '47; William L. Anderson, '48;
nel placement for the Inter.ake City, Utah.
at George Rogers Clark High national
Kenneth
.if:
McCormick
took
Business Machines pearance Feb. 9, to brighten
Robert F. Blair, "48; Earl N.
Mrs. MARY EADS HAAS, School, Winchester, Kentucky,
Kentucky. the home of SUE FECK,' '63, place on July 25. They are re- Boyd, '48; Mae Feltner, '48;
10, is presently teaching in was elected vice president of Corp., Lexington,
siding
at
340
Popular
Street,
and
her husband
ikron, Ohio and her mailing the Kentucky Industrial Ed- Teds wife, BARBARA re- MILLER
ceived her BS degree from Larry, who reside at 470 W. Sidney, Ohio where Polly to
ddress is 823 Georgia Avenue, ucation
Association at its Eastern this year and is em- Second St., Lexington, where Home Economics Teacher in
ikron, 44306.
eighth annual conference in ployed at the Garden Springs Sue is teaching at the Mary the Botktns High School, in
ROBERT A. (Hop) EVANS, Louisville.
Botkfais, OJ*).£
Elem. School, Lexington, Ky. Todd School.
GEORGE M. ARRINGTON,
51, '52, is the athletic director
Smith-Mllam
Art
teacher
DAN
BLACKBrian
Durham
or the new Jefferson High '59, is basketball coach in
Miss JCAtf SMITH, '68, was
BURN,
'63,
came
back
from
a
BOBBIE
ANN
DURHAM.
School in Fairfax County, Vir-, Ironton, Ohio, residing at 121
married W Robert H. Milam mm*»
European
vacation
this
past
•64,
and
husband
Bentley
welDrive,
Ashland,
rinia. Jefferson's first athle- Bellefonte
summer, entered his first com- comed a new son Into their on Oct. 23. Kay Is a teacher
.ic director is a native of Cor- Kentucky.
petition — and walked off with home on Route No. 1, Broad- and guidance counselor at
?)ln,
Kentucky. After graROBERT
NATHAN AZ- first prize. His abstract oil, head, Ky. 40409, on Aug. 24. Charlestown High School,
luation he served three years r.n.i.. '59, has been named
Charlestown,
Indiana.
Her
n the Army, including 19 principal of Waco School to re- "Disfigured Man," was award- Brian is also being welcomed husband is ia production man,-nonths in Korea, and began place Irvine Crosby who has ed the grand prize at the Ft. by six-year old sister, Sheryl. ager trainee for Ford Motor
lis coaching career at Hamil- taken the position as director Thomas, (Ky.) Woman's Club LltUe Miss Tesa Lynn Turner Co., Louisville.
MOSE, '64, and Eva Jean
;on, Ohio. "Hop" was the of pupil personnel for the art exhibit.
welcomed a baby Spratt-Reynolds
Blackburn, of 3164 Wood- Turner,
junior varsity football coach at Madison County Board of EdMisa CONNIE SPRATT, '64,
the Ohio school, which was a ucation. Robert, former coach ward Avenue, Erlanger, Ky., is daughter, Tesa Lynn, on Aug. and Todd A. Reynolds, a senior
Homeplace Hospital.
member of the Greater Ohio and faculty member at Daniel now in his second year at 13, at
at Eastern, were married on
During Ary, Kentucky. Mose is head Aug. 8. They are residing at
Conference. When Lee High Boone Elementary School, is Lloyd High School.
School in
Springfield. Va. married to the former LOIS the summer he toured 10 teacher at Altro school in 202 Park Drive, Richmond, and
opened Evans, who has served WEBB, '62, and they have one countries in eight weeks, in- Breathitt County, and receives Connie is .working as secretary
cluding a long stay in the his mail at Talbert, Ky. 41877. to the art department at Eastpart of his service time at Fort child.
British Isles and 10 museumBelvoir, came to the school as
DEATHS
ern.
. .
JOSEPH P. GRIFFEY, '59,
PeopleIts first track coach and as- is presently serving a two- filled days in Paris.
Dr.
HERMAN
L. DONO- Rigg-Bro^ing
wise
he
says
he
liked
Ireland
sistant varsity football coach, year tour in Karachi, Pakistan.
The
wedding
of Miss GLENpresident of
dual positions that he had held Since he began his duty in beat, but beauty-wise — Flor- VAN, former
Eastern, president emeritto of DA RIGG '63. to Mr. William
ence, Italy.
until the present
position.
ft. Brownjng was solemnized
has received his
"Hop" resides
at 6211 Han- Karachi, Joe
Dan prefers working in oils, the University of Kentucky, Aug. 14. The young couple
to captain. He and
and
an
honorary
member
of
over Avenue, Springfield, Vir- promotion
wife, the rormer Patricia is the first artist in his fam- the Alumni Association, pass- are residing at 614 Dickerson
ginia with his wife, Jane, and his
Whrrlor, Ala- ily, and didn't daddle in art ed away in Lexington, on Nov. -l^ane, Falmouth, where Glenda
their three children: Robin, 11; Oxendine of
bama,
have
two
children, Jos- much until he entered college. 21, following a brief illness. teaches. f»st grade for the
Robert A., 8',4, and Mary Jane, eph, 2, and Stephen
TAL MADGE,
'63, and Our sincere sympathy is ex- Pendleton County Board of
who was
16 months.
EVERMAN, tended to Mrs. Donovan and Education.
born March "7, 1964 In Pakis- BETTY BRUCE
Miss LENA WHITE, '48, is tan. The Griffeys will arrive '62, have recently moved to
Shouse-Roark
teaching at Wilder Elemen- back in the states in June, 707 E. College St., Valdosta, other members of his family.
JERRY WAYNE CRAW- i The wedding of Miss LENA
tary, Louisville, Kentucky and 1965. Joe receives his mail Ga. where Talmadge has en- FORD,
age 21, was killed MAB SHOU8E, '63, to Herher home address is 513 Bel- thusly: Hdq. MAAG, Box 36, tered pilot training at Moody Oct. 31,'64,
when his car failed man Roark, Jr. took place
grania Court, Louisville, Kcn- APO 271, New York, New | Air Force Base. They will he
to negotiate a turn, skidded Nov. 26,. JLena holds a posi*»cky.
there until August, 1965. Betty 210 feet around the turn o» tion at Lafayette Vocational
York.
Do veer CHRISTMAS SHOPPING Friday Evening from 5 to
MAJOR ROY D. ROGERS,
is
teaching
fourth
grade
and
CLYDE MARTIN
HACKthe shoulder and traveled ano- School, Lexington and Mr.
'52, officer in charge of the LER,
they are enjoying their ^lr
9 pan. OeoonrConv^l«tUkY.A^A^Wllrlflli^elvotlio
I
I
'59,
is
an
Industrial
arts
Barcelona water terminal, reForce life very much.
i
instructor
at
Morehead
State
cently received his goal leaves,
ful 10% DISCOUNT.
BARBARA SOWDERS, '63,
—
cently received his gold leaves. College, and resides at Lake- worked' on her masters here
wood
Terrace,
Duplex
10,
Glouster, Ohio, received his
this summer on a scholarship
Refreshments will be served.
bachelor
of science degree Morehead, Ky.
from the Kentucky Council of
DONALD
E.
SMITH,
'59,
to
from Eastern in 1952. A disTeachers
of
English.
She
is
tinguished military
graduate, employed by Abbott Labora- now teaching sophomore and
he accepted a regular army tories, and to Company com- senior English at Lafayette
High School — this is her second
year
there. Barbara's
Lexington address is 2157 Cypress Drive, Apt. G, Lexington, Ky. 40504.
MARK NEELEY, -64, who
WELCOME STUDENTS AND FACULTY
received his degre in commerce to presently a clerk- tyTO RICHMOND
pist at Ft. Bennlng, Georgia
and is being proceeed for
Army OCS. His address to
Headquarters Company, Center Troop Command, Ft. Benning, and Mark, I do thank
you, for your kind words regarding this column.
WILLA ROSE MUILLINS,
'64, to attending
graduate
school at the University of
Louisville, Louisville, Ky. and
is living at the YWCA, 3rd &
Chestnut St., Louisville, Ky.
The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburger,
UNDERNEATH
40202.
JAY ROGER KECK, '64,
French Fries and Shakes.
who earned his Masters degree in elementary education,
had previously received hte
bachelor
of science degree
from Cumberland College. Jay
Is presently the supervising
teacher for the Knox County
West Main Street
Richmond, Ky.
) Board of Education at Barbourvillc,
Kentucky In
the
Lynn Camp school.
He and
his wife, Connie, have two
children, Deborah Susan, who
will be two in February and
Roger Dale, born July 9, 1964.
WILLIAM PHILIP PHILLIPS, who received his B.S.
With Golden Brown French Fries
in Phys. Ed. and Health in '64,
has earned an associate degree
from Dean Junior College,
and Cornbread
Frinklln, Mass. Mr.
Phillips
to now a graduate assistant at
Ball State Teachers College,
Muncle, Indiana.
MABLE a. RHODUS, ,64. is
teaching
third
and fourth
grades at the new Kit Carson
Elementary School, Richmond,
Ky., residing on Route No. 3,
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
Richmond, with her parents.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
NORMA DELL JENKINS,
"64, who lives at 104 BroadVERNON "PETE" NOLAND. MGR.
way, Richmond, Kentucky, to
ninth grade English Teacher at
Madison Central High School,
Richmond.
PAUL NELSON MAGGARD, "64, is residing at 2514
Winchester Avenue,
Ashland,
Ky. with his wife Sheila and
their son, Paul Jeffrey, who
218 WEST IRVINE STREET
will be one year old on February 1. Paul is an auditor
for the Kentucky Department Jus* Around the Comer from the Court House
1
of Revenue.

Sample Shoe Center

Name Brand Shoes
30% - 60% Savings

LERMANS
-■■•■

FRIDAY, DEC. 4TH From 5 To 9 P. M.

FRIENDSHIP KITE
DISCOUNT

ON ALL
PURCHASES

Golden Rule Cafe
HOME COOKING

You Are Always Welcome
SOUTH FIRST STREET

VISIT
BURGER BROIL

Glyndon Barber Shop
"FLAT-TOPS
OUR SPECIALTY"
GLYNDON HOTEL

Broiling makes the difference.

■

SPECIAL! EVERY TUESDAY!
All The Fish You Can Eat

LERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

HOME OF

(COL. SANDERS RECIPE)

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
NORTH AMERICA'S
HOSPITALITY DISH

COLONEL DRIVE IN

For $1.00

I ONE HR. CLEANERS

■

Jimmy's Restaurant

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
— SPECIALS! —

LANTER MOTOR CO.

MEN'S TROUSERS,
LADIES SKIRTS

39c Each or 3 For 1.00
MIX OR MATCH
We Mothproof and Mildew-Proof
Everything Wo Dry Clean.
SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
5 SHIRTS LAUNDERED FOR $1.00

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky

JUNIOR ALUMNI
Capt. GEORGE F. GRIFFIN, '59, and his wife Sandy
(who attended Eastern 195556) welcomed their fourth son
on Aug. 25. The family resides at 613 Welsh Place,
Fayettevtlle, N.C. George has
the 9th Transportation Co.
(abn.) at Ft. Bragg, N.C. and
to due to go to Korea in June,
1966.
A second daughter, Klmberly Ann, arrived September 18,

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up,
Carburetaflind Ignition Work.
Also Transmission and
General Repair.
"The SmoJI Shop with the Big Reputation"

Dial 623-4434

"Figure on banking with us
2 Convenient Locations —
MAM STREET ft RIG HILL AVENUE

it

t

3

